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OneHub Chennai is to be built on this site, 50 km from the center of the southern city. (Photo courtesy of OneHub
Chennai)

TOKYO  The Japanese and Indian governments are throwing their weight
behind industrial parks dedicated to helping corporate Japan tap the South Asian
market.
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The two governments have chosen 11 candidate sites for what they are calling
Sailthru
Japan Industrial Townships. The sites are concentrated in twoPowered
areas:bybetween
Delhi and Mumbai, the two ends of an ambitious industrial corridor project that
includes highspeed rail and other infrastructure; and around the major southern
cities of Bangalore and Chennai.

These townships will support industrial park developers and tenants with yen
loans.
South Korea and China are engaged in similar efforts in the country. Indian
states are vying with one another to woo companies. All this competition is raising
India's game, boosting its prospects for attracting more foreign investment.
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Eleven proposed sites Tokyo and Delhi agreed to in April include OneHub
Chennai, an integrated industrial and residential township being developed by
Japan's Mizuho Bank and engineering company JGC, along with Singaporean
business complex developer Ascendas.
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Other parks will be built in Neemrana in the western state of Rajasthan, where
a Japanese industrial base is already open; in Ghilot, in the same state; and in
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Mandal, located in Modi's home state of Gujarat, close to Maruti Suzuki
India's new auto plant.
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As of April, 46 Japanese
companies had either launched
operations in Neemrana or were
about to do so. The Ghilot
industrial park began selling
lots that month.
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Japanese trading
house Sojitz and India's
Samvardhana Motherson
Group, a major player in the
autoparts business, have teamed
up to run an industrial complex
in the southern state of Tamil
Nadu. Sumitomo Corp., another
Japanese trader, is to set up an
industrial area in the Tamil
Nadu town of Ponneri with
Mahindra World City, an Indian
developer.
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